
 

Thank you for purchasing the Depeche Mode 
Depeche Mode Sample Pack and makes it much easier for those who have the ability to use VST instruments, but 
struggle with single sound samples. 

The VST instrument uses quality samples from the 
synths and equipment that was extensively used by Depeche Mode. This is the 
GUI and many extra sounds added. Many of the original patches have also been updated and enhanced.

Every sound has been meticulously mapped
and control gain. The new GUI has LFO, Filter, Pitch
effects such as reverb, chorus, distortion & delay.

*Please also copy the True Type Fonts from the ‘Fonts’ folder across to the Fonts folder on your computer so 
that the text in the interface will display correctly.

I hope you enjoy this VSTi release. 

We are always interested in hearing any productions where yo
link to info@beatmachine.co.uk or find us on 

 

Finally, may we ask you to please not illegally share, duplicate
distribution will only jeopardise future releases. Thank you. 

VST Copyright 

 

Thank you for purchasing the Depeche Mode Vol-1 VST instrument. It has been created from the popular 
Depeche Mode Sample Pack and makes it much easier for those who have the ability to use VST instruments, but 

The VST instrument uses quality samples from the band and also contains powerful sound samples from other 
tensively used by Depeche Mode. This is the upgraded version with an updated 

GUI and many extra sounds added. Many of the original patches have also been updated and enhanced.

mapped across the keyboard. You can also manipulate the sound envelope, 
The new GUI has LFO, Filter, Pitch, Pan & Mono/Poly glide functions.  There are also added 

effects such as reverb, chorus, distortion & delay. 

ase also copy the True Type Fonts from the ‘Fonts’ folder across to the Fonts folder on your computer so 
that the text in the interface will display correctly. 

We are always interested in hearing any productions where you use any of our instruments or samples. Send us a 
or find us on Sound Cloud as Beat Machine Drum Sample Packs.

 

 

 

please not illegally share, duplicate or modify this instrument in an
distribution will only jeopardise future releases. Thank you.  
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